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There are many various businesses that require wholesale sweets. You will only be able to
purchase wholesale sweets if you can prove that you run a business that has a need for wholesale
sweets. Typical businesses that require wholesale sweets are sweet shops, ice cream vans,
cinemas, cafes, supermarkets, convenience stores, newsagents, garages, amusement parks and
many other businesses. The range of wholesale sweets available is vast and investing in pick and
mix stands are a great way to maximise your profits from wholesale sweets. Pick and mix stands
allow you to stock a vast range of sweets that will cater for all tastes and all ages of customers.

Most wholesale sweets offer a really great profit potential and the mark up opportunity is superb.
This is why lots of different outlets will stock a range of sweets as itâ€™s an easy way to make a good
profit. Sweets have made a big comeback in recent years and even places like clothing retailers are
jumping on the sweets bandwagon as sweets are a great impulse item to have near till points for
add on sales. Having pick and mix stands in your outlet can help save the amount of shelf space
you need for sweets and also helps to keep sweets clean, hygienic  and fresh as each container has
a closed lid. Pick and mix stands appeal to all ages and allow you to offer a really great selection of
modern and retro classics.

Most wholesale sweets outlets will sell pick and mix stands and will also sell a wide range of
wholesale sweets to stock the stands with. Large sweet shops and places like amusement parks
and cinemas are likely to have a number of pick and mix stands to help cope with the demand.  Lots
of retro wholesale sweets are very popular at present and some of the best sellers are gob
stoppers, liquorice wands, mint humbugs, sherbet lemons, rosy apples and pear drops. More
modern wholesale sweets that are popular with the younger generation are foam sweets, jelly
sweets, sour sweets and candy wands.
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a Wholesale Sweets, sold by sweetsandtreatswholesale.co.uk. We sell a brilliant range of a Pick
and Mix Stands, online â€“ Visit us today for more information on our products!
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